2000 buick century power steering pump

Two days ago I had no problems whatsoever with my car. Then there was a sudden clunk
somewhere in the front end of my car. The mechanic called and said that the bake linehad
snapped. He stated that I should watch for a power steering leak. Two hours later there was a
large pool of pink fluid under my car and I can't steer my car. My concerns are first. How much
can I expect to pay for repair. Since I had no problems before did the mechanic cause the brake
line to snap. And the power steering to leak? Is the power steering leak something I can fix at
home or is it a major repair job. I am a senior citizen on a fixed income. Do you. What is
interesting is these problems rarely occurr at such a low mileage. I've seen brake lines rust to a
point that they burst, but that is usually the result of a vehicle sitting especially in a grassy area.
What is leaking on the powersteering? Was this answer. The problem is that he uses power
steering and it wastes is out it leaks Was this answer. OK do you know where it's leaking from?
You are my eyes. Transmission problem Buick Century 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic 80,
miles I noticed I had a leak in my power steering someplace, my fluid was low alot, I took it to a
garage. The mech. Said I needed a new axle, didn't see a leak but told me that it had something
to do with it. A few days later my steering wheel was tight and fluid real low. Now I tell the mech.
About this and he said it was the transaxle that needed replaceing. Do all these parts have
anything to do with the power steering leak, or am I getting taken because I'm a woman? Find
yourself a new mechanic. While CV axle is a part of your steering, it does not cause your PS
fluid to go low. Same goes with all of parts suggested for replacement. Please login or register
to post a reply. What Could Also Would Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Search
our online power steering pump catalog and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the
web. We sell wholesale to the public. We specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts
and accessories for your car, truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or place your order online via
our secure checkout system. Our online parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be
assured the parts you buy are in stock at the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the
same day. They are available for the following Buick Century years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, 84, 83, 82, 81, 80, 79,
78, 77, 76, 75, 74, This part is also sometimes called Buick Century Steering Pumps. Great
customer service and quality parts. I've always received the correct parts and delivered within
there specified time frame. Being remanufactured I was reluctant. Even if AC Delco. However I
installed it properly a month ago and works perfectly. Im going to keep this item as well it is not
worth the postage to send back both orders was my error. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we
will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. A1 Cardone Power Steering Pump. Core Price [? Features: All
critical components cam packs, spool valves, etc. HNBR does not break down at high
temperatures like conventional seal material. As a remanufactured Original Equipment part, this
unit guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. FInal pump assembly is computer-tested to measure
pressure, bypass, fluid flow, valve operation, steering effort and noise to ensure reliable
performance. Shafts are surfaced to precise specifications to eliminate premature seal wear and
extend pump life. Manufactured with premium grade, high-temperature seals for added
durability under all driving conditions. Precise bushing alignment prevents premature shaft and
seal wear, significantly reducing noise and vibration. Units are supplied with reservoir and cap
when applicable to reduce installation time and prevent contamination from trapped debris.
Hose Port Type 0. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. New or
Remanufactured Remanufactured. Features: Premium-quality new power steering pump
designed for dependability and reliability throughout the service life of the vehicle. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Buick Century. Vehicle
Engine Buick Century. Catalog: F. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P.
Catalog: Q. For warranty purposes it is recommended to always install a filter and to use
suggested OE Fluid and flush the system. We cannot ship your part until the core deposit is
paid. Basically, your existing part that you are replacing is your "core. Once we receive your
core return, we will refund your core deposit. Core deposit refunds are typically issued within
one week of us receiving your core. As one of the world's largest automotive parts suppliers,
our parts are trusted every day by mechanics and vehicle owners worldwide. This Power
Steering Pump is manufactured and tested to the strictest OE standards for unparalleled
performance. We are a specialty auto parts distributor with over 20 years of experience and
have been a highly rated eBay seller for nearly a decade. We have hundreds of satisfied
customers as our feedback record shows, and we hope you'll be another one! We know what it
takes to deliver quality parts and excellent service in order to earn your positive feedback. Most
orders are shipped on the same day payment is received! Unfortunately ground shipping

delivery times can't be guaranteed. Expedited and international shipping options are also
available. We fully stand behind everything we sell! All items come with at least a 1 year
warranty. Our knowledgeable and friendly US-based customer service staff is available 6 days a
week to assist with any issue you may have, before or after the sale. Our warranty is so strong
that we can even send a replacement part up front to minimize downtime of your car! Fast, easy,
and secure checkout is provided by Paypal, and we also accept all major credit cards. You can
even checkout using your credit card through Paypal as a guest if you don't have a Paypal
account! Payment info is fully encrypted for your protection, and your payment is covered by
eBay's Money Back Guarantee in addition to our own strong parts warranty. Disconnect the
negative battery cable. Remove the coolant recovery reservoir and position it aside. Remove the
serpentine drive belt from the power steering pump assembly. Detach the ignition control wiring
harness near the pump assembly. Disconnect the inlet and outlet hoses from the pump
assembly. Remove the pump assembly from the vehicle. Remove the power steering pump
pulley from the pump assembly. Remove the reservoir assembly from the pump. Do you. To
install: 1. Attach the reservoir to the pump assembly. Install the pulley to the pump. Connect the
inlet and outlet hoses to the power steering pump. Attach the ignition control wiring harness at
the pump assembly. Install the serpentine drive belt over the power steering pump pulley. Install
the coolant recovery reservoir. Connect the negative battery cable. Fill and bleed the power
steering system. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Anyway, I'm
Replacing The Pump. Not Rebuilding It. The Text Step by step guide on how to replace an
automotive power steering pump, this articles pertains to most vehicles though configurations
may be slightly different depending on I Am Stuck? I Have A Buick Century. Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Replacing the power steering fluid on your Buick Century is an
inexpensive and relatively easy repair that you can handle on your own. As a general rule of
thumb, power steering does not need to be completely changed out as regularly as other fluids
in your Buick Century, such as oil. Replace the power steering fluid in your Buick Century once
a year. You can tell when your power steering fluid needs to be filled or changed if it becomes
harder than usual to make sharp turns with your steering wheel. Unscrew the lid from the power
steering fluid reservoir tank and set it aside. Place the tip of the turkey baster into the power
steering fluid reservoir tank with the bubble end depressed. Once the tip of the baster is inside
the liquid, release the bubble end and allow the old steering fluid to be drawn up into the baster.
Continue to repeat this process until the reservoir tank is completely empty. Add the container
of power steering fluid, but be careful not to overfill it. Monitor the fluid level by using the small
plastic end that protrudes from the bottom of your power steering cap. Ashton Daigle, a New
Orleans native, graduated from Southeastern Louisiana University in and went straight to work
as a journalist. In he tackled the biggest news story of his life - Hurricane Katrina. Step 2
Unscrew the lid from the power steering fluid reservoir tank and set it aside. Step 3 Place the tip
of the turkey baster into the power steering fluid reservoir tank with the bubble end depressed.
Step 4 Empty the old fluid inside the baster into the old container. Step 5 Continue to repeat this
process until the reservoir tank is completely empty. Step 6 Add the container of power steering
fluid, but be careful not to overfill it. Turkey baster Old container Container of power steering
fluid. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. The power steering pump is a belt-driven or electric-driven hydraulic pump that generates
the hydraulic pressure needed to provide power steering assist. It develops output pressures of
1, PSI or more. The pump output is directed to the steering gear, often a rack and pinion type
unit, where the hydraulic pressure pushes on the steering rack, greatly reducing the effort it
would otherwise take to turn the steering wheel. If the power steering pump is operated without
an adequate amount of fluid, and the pump reservoir will not hold fluid due to a large leak. The
pump could seize, which would snap the serpentine belt and likely leave you stranded. If the
pump turns and there is adequate fluid, but there is no power assist, it will require much greater
effort to turn the steering wheel, and that presents inherent safety risks. Estimate price near me.
Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. Power Steering. When to consider replacing the power
steering pump: Groaning or whining noise when turning. Noise can occur if there is wear on the
pump bearings or impeller vanes. A low fluid level or trapped air can also cause noises. If the
pump has already been operating while dry, adding fluid may not resolve the noise and
replacement of the pump might be necessary. Power steering fluid leaks. Leaks can develop at
pump seals, threaded connections, hoses, or on the steering rack and pinion unit. Pump seal
leaks will generally require a replacement. Difficult steering. Should you notice it is harder to
turn the steering wheel, it might mean the power steering pump output pressure is too low, or
there could be blockages in the pump or lines. Damage to the pump pulley. Should the pump

pulley become damaged or is loose on the pump shaft, you might detect vibration, drive belt
damage, or hard steering. Either the pulley will have to be serviced or the pump assembly
replaced. How do mechanics replace the power steering pump? If driven by a drive belt, the
power steering pump is bolted to the engine via a bracket that allows for adjustment of the
pump drive belt. Once the engine is cold, and safe to work on, the drive belt is removed. If
driven by an electric pump, the pump may be mounted in conjunction with the steering shaft or
in conjunction with the steering rack. With either a drive belt or electric pump, removal of any
dash, panel, or steering components is performed to access the pump. The threaded
connectors to the pump inlet and outlet are loosened and removed. Any mounting bolts and
brackets are removed so the pump can be removed. If the old pump has failed catastrophically,
or there is reason to suspect contaminants in the power steering hoses, the system is flushed.
The new pump is bolted on, the pressure and return hoses attached and the system is bled of
all air. Finally, the engine is run and the car is road tested to confirm normal steering effort. If a
new drive belt was installed, belt tension is measured again, and adjusted as needed, after the
belt has run for a few minutes. Is it safe to drive with a power steering pump problem? When
replacing the power steering pump keep in mind: Any belts driving the pump should be
inspected and replaced as needed. The pump will only produce the required hydraulic pressure
if it is driven by the belt at an adequate speed. Power steering leaks from aged rubber hoses,
particularly where the rubber is crimped to the steel tube, are not unusual and should be
carefully inspected. The system operates under high pressure. The fluid is flammable, and if
leaking fluid happens to contact a hot engine part, a fire might result. You always want to be
sure the hoses and connections are sound. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Buick Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Buick mechanics Real customer reviews
from Buick owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. How can we help? Read FAQ.
Service type Power Steering Pump Replacement. My nephew tore apart the engine. Mechanic
JK: What engine size in your Buick? I am an not allowed to post diagrams, schematics etc in
this free chat. Other than that, it sits on top with 3 bolts that go through the pulley. Is it set in
place next to the alternator? I was looking for a picture or diagram to see how everything went
and the size of the bolts. Well, the bolts have 13mm heads and are about 2 inches long. Cool
thanks. Do you know where I might be able to get a blow up diagram of the engine and its
parts? I do not really have one picture that would be very good for trying to see good locations
and positioning of components. Pict
iatuning
hyundai kona owners manual
03 ford f350 diesel
ures are broken down into sections and they are exploded views. Can get a little confusing to
try to understand locations unless you are experienced at looking at these types of views. You
may want to go to the dealer parts department. They can pull up these views and the parts guy
may be able to give you a little description. What do I need to change the camshaft pulley?
Apparently it is approx. It is making the belt sheer into two belts. The belt will not stay in the
groove. It makes it come halfway off of the camshaft pulley. Ok, there is no camshaft pulley on
your car. Replacement is extremely easy as it is just one bolt that holds it on. Remove the belt,
replace the tensioner, install a new belt. The other pulleys on your vehicle would be the power
steering pulley, alternator pulley, water pump pulley, idler pulley, and crankshaft pulley
harmonic balancer. None of the others really ever get out of alignment unless you have a
problem with the actual component. Skip to main content.

